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ABSTRACT: 

Online social networks are ultimate for exchanging 

ideas, views, and garnering public outlook; even 

though, these are restricted to the users of the social 

network. Popular social networking sites, like Orkut, 
MySpace and Facebook are changing the Internet 

scene. When user social graphs are only accessible to 

exclusive parties, these user-shared images are 

proved to be an easier and effective alternative to 

discover user connections. This is the first attempt in 

this field to prove and formulate such a phenomenon 

for mass user-shared image along with more practical 

prediction methods. With the increasing volume of 

images users share through social sites, maintaining 

privacy has become a major problem, as 

demonstrated by a recent wave of publicized 
incidents where users inadvertently shared personal 

information. Toward addressing this need, we 

propose an Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction (A3P) 

system to help users compose privacy settings for 

their images. This project scrutinizes the role of 

social context, image content, and metadata as 

possible indicators of users’ privacy preferences. In 

existing system there are two major components in 

existing system: (i) Image classification and (ii) 

Adaptive policy prediction.  While OSNs allow users 

to restrict access to shared data (policy mining), they 

formerly do not provide any mechanism to enforce 
privacy concerns over data associated with manifold 

users. For each user, his/her images are first 

classified based on content and metadata. Then, 

privacy policies of each category of images/contents 

are analyzed for the policy prediction.Then during 

searching, these data act as meta-data for classifying 

images.Given an image, a user usually first decides 

who can access the image/content, then thinks about 

what specific access rights (e.g., view only or 

download) should be given, and finally refine the 

way in  situation  such  as setting the expiration date. 

Correspondingly, the hierarchical mining first 

look.The proposed system takes care of parental 

control based privacy preserving in various settings 

level also. So privacy preserving collaborative 

tagging if applied to content with multiple languages, 

then it becomes more effective to fruitful to end 

users. In addition, the proposed system develops a 

web application in which tell the above mentioned 
processes are carried out and so end users make use 

of it. 

 

I  INTRODUCTION 

Social graphs (SGs), representing online friendships 

among users, are essential data for many applications, 

such as recommendation, virality prediction and 

advertising in social media. However, this data may 

be occupied due to the privacy concerns of users, or 

kept private by social group operators, and these 

applications become challenging with an partial set of 

data. Providing a potential solution to this problem, 
user connections are also reflected in the abundant 

social content, especially images, shared on social 

networks. Inferring users’ interests and discovering 

users’ connections through their public multimedia 

content has concerned more and more consideration 

in recent years. A widespread but unreliable approach 

is using user annotated tags (or user tagging) 

associated with each shared picture to determine user 

connections when the Social graphs is not handy. 

However, user annotated tags may be unavailable or 

images may be incorrectly labeled, Information 
through tags, a more direct method is to consider the 

image’s visual content. Users with connections of 

follower/followee relationships are found to have 

relatively higher visual content similarities among 

their shared images. A simplistic example of user 

generated images on Flickr is shown in Fig. 1: Both 

users A and B share images of cars and user C shares 

an image of a flower. The follower/followee 

relationship between users A and B can possibly be 
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detected from the higher similarity of visual features 

in their shared images. When more shared images 

from each of users A,B and C are accessible for 

evaluation, the actual follower/followee relationships 

should become reliably and accurately detectable, 
despite the fact that such a task is fetching 

challenging with the add up to of shared images and 

user acquaintances in social networks increasing 

superior each day 

 
 

 

Fig: 1 Instead of indirectly taking the image content 

the effectiveness connection discovery using user 

shared images is mainly determined by two elements: 
effective extraction of information from images and 

an Effective method to connect the image content to 

user connections. On the solitary view,  with the 

recent Development of Convolution Neural Network 

(CNN), the analysis and understanding of image 

content has become much more effective [1] through 

hierarchical demonstration, concluding the semantic 

gap between pixels and content. It is therefore 

possible to extract rich image content information 

through CNN. On the other hand, how to efficiently 

discover user connections using the image contented 
remains a challenge. Summarizing the methods or 

frameworks proposed in previous works such as [2], 

[3], [4] and [5], the process is generally divided into  

two stages: initially ,the construction of user profile 

by including the occurrences of image labels or 

summing the image facet vectors, and secondly, 

prediction of connections between users based on the 

constructed user profile. The limitation of these 

methods is two-fold. First, aggregating all items in a 

simple way for each user might not be solid enough 

to capture users’ interests. An comparison can be 

found in text analytics, where the bag-of-words 

replica is compared with topic models, chiefly latent 

Dirichlet allocation (LDA)[6].Second, user profiling 

through images is completely estranged from 

connection discovery. In this paper, a Gaussian 

relational topic model (GRTM) is proposed for 
connection discovery using user shared images in 

order to conquer the exceeding mentioned margins. 

GRTM is an end-to-end hierarchical model 

specifically designed to not only model users’ 

interests through image content but also to oversee 

the modeling in such a way that the content of shared 

images is statistically associated to the links between 

users, stirred by hierarchical relational model in text 

document province [7]. GRTM effectively extracts 

rich image contented information through CNN and 

model each semantic theme as a Gaussian topic. 

GRTM also models each user’s interests as a latent 
factor and assume that the exploit of the user sharing 

an image is probabilistically provoked by his or her 

interests. Furthermore, the links between users are 

modeled based on the images each user share. 

Combining these in a rational probabilistic generative 

process, the proposed GRTM provides a organized 

way to close the fissure between the proceedings of 

users sharing images and users linking to each other. 

The main contributions of this paper are the 

following: proposes an end-to-end Gaussian 

relational topic model for connection discovery via 
user shared images, intimately concerning user 

shared image content to user connections ,derives 

efficient variation inference for the proposed model 

to approximate the posterior of latent variables and 

learn model parameter. Evaluates the performance of 

the anticipated model with real data and proves the 

expansively enhanced performance of the anticipated 

method. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  

 

2.LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

2.1 SHEEPDOG – GROUPAND TAG 

RECOMMENDATIONFOR FLICKR PHOTOS 

BYAUTOMATICSEARCH-BASEDLEARNING 

The number of digital images has exploded with the 

proliferation of digital photo-capture devices. At the 

meanwhile , the evolution of Internet and free online 

storage space have fused more and more online 

public photo sharing websites urbanized for photo 

proletarian, such as Flickr[1]. People upload their 

pictures to the websites, and thus enormously 

numerous public end user photographs are on hand 

online. Most users prefer their photos to gain public 
attention for social purposes [2], and so they 

habitually add their pictures to appropriate photo 

groups one by one, and attach tags to each photo 

manually. Thus the browsers can easily find these 

photos by searching groups or tags. Conversely, 
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frequently adding photos to convinced groups and 

attaching tags to each photo is relatively exhausting. 

And it would be troublesome for general users since 

they do not know how countless correlated groups 

exist, and which group they should append to. For 
instance, with reference to 15000 groups related to 

“dog” with different popularities on Flickr. If users 

deal with group selection by hand, there by no means 

craft the best choice. Certainly, they need an 

comprehensible tool to direct their photos in online 

albums. Leveraging the power of Flickr service, 

many people bring into play the Flickr API to intend 

ready to lend a hand tools. For instance, set a 

keyword, equally The Findr and the Tag Browser can 

find the nearly all pertinent tags and most appropriate 

pictures on Flickr. However, these tools still  cannot 

solve the problems mentioned above. Wang et al. [3] 
proposed the AnnoSearch system, provides a 

sophisticated method for withdrawal of associated 

tags of a specified photo. While this work can 

unravel the tag add-on problem, it doesn’t switch the 

issue about appropriate group suggestion. And even 

if the system could annotate photos with appropriate 

tags, user tranquil  needs to attach at least one precise 

keyword for each picture to do AnnoSearch. If users 

want to cope with a bunch of photos at atime, they 

still have to struggle with keywords labeling.In this 

paper, we proposed a reliable system for 
automatically adding photos into proper and popular 

groups. In addition, the system recommends suitable 

tags for photos and provides a user friendly interface 

such that users could easily select their favorite to 

attach. We also design two methods to collect 

training data for concept detection based on the idea 

of web search. Both the photo-level search and the 

group-level search contain the ranking mechanism to 

obtain representative training photos for each 

concept. The experiments compare the results of the 

two training data gathering methods and show the 

effectiveness of our concept classification and 

group/tag recommendation approaches. 

2.2 CONNECTING CONTENT TO GROUP OF 

PEOPLE IN SOCIAL CIRCLES BY MEANS OF 

PICTURE CONTENT, USER TAGS AND USER 

COMMUNIQUÉ. Social media sites are popular not 

just for the content, but also due to the 

complementary social communication. In well-liked 
image sharing sites such as Flickr, enthusiastic 

photographers are interested in receiving critical 

comments on their pictures. Make a note of that 

merely uploading an image onto Flickr does not 

ensure affluent social interaction or reachabilityto 

other users for critical feedback. Flickr allows people 

to connect their images to community, through the 

means of image ‘groups’ (also known as image 

pools). A Flickr group is a repository of images 

shared by a set of users and is usually organized 

under a convinced coherent premise. On the other 

hand, finding the right community that will give 

useful comments is not easy. Simple text based 
search for a group will disclose a large add up to of 

analogous communities (also known as image groups 

/ pools on Flickr) e.g. “Travel / Travel Photography / 

Travel in Asia” etc. The fundamental challenge 

address in this paper is to bond user content to the 

accurate group of people – i.e. specified an image, 

suggest the appropriate group(s) that would enable 

social interaction and enhance the reachability  to 

other user .In this paper, we developed three kinds of 

features to characterize images in online social 

media: image content, user tagging activity and user 

communication doings. A assemblage 
recommendation frame based on erudition a dormant 

legroom for the groups was urbanized which 

recommended k most likely groups to a given image. 

Experiments on the Flickr dataset indicate reasonable 

results in recommend groups to images with a mean 

exactitude of 0.62 and a mean recall of 0.69, 

compared to 0.49 and 0.59 respectively for a k-NN 

based baseline framework. We conclude that user 

cataloging  and communication based classification 

of images helps improve recommendation 

performance significantly against image content 
alone. Our recommendation framework also capture 

communal exchanges amongst users through user 

communiqué history which is central to online social 

media. 

2.3 PREDICTING POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE 

LINKS IN ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKS 

Online social networks in which relationships can be 

either positive (indicating relations such as 
friendship) or negative (indicating relations such as 

opposition or antagonism). Such mixes of positive 

and negative links arise in a variety of online settings; 

they studied datasets from Epinions, Slashdot and 

Wikipedia. They found that the signs of links in the 

underlying social networks can be predicted with 

high accuracy, using models that generalize across 

this diverse range of sites. These models provide 

insight into some of the fundamental principles that 

drive the formation of signed links in networks, 

shedding light on theories of balance and status from 
social psychology; they also suggest social 

computing applications by which the attitude of one 

user toward another can be estimated from evidence 

provided by their relationships with other members of 

the surrounding social network.Social interaction on 

the Web involves both positive and negative 

relationships people form links to indicate friendship, 

support, or approval; but they also link to signify 
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disapproval of others, or to express disagreement or 

distrust of the opinions of others. While the interplay 

of positive and negative relations is clearly important 

in many social network settings, the vast majority of 

online social network research has considered only 
positive relationships [12]. They consider three large 

online social networks where each link is explicitly 

labeled as positive or negative: Epinions, Slashdot 

and Wikipedia2.Epinions is a product review Web 

site with a very active user community. Users are 

connected into a network of trust and distrust, which 

is then combined with review ratings to determine 

which reviews are most authoritative. The data spans 

from the inception of the site in 1999 until August 12, 

2003. The network contains 119,217 nodes and 

841,000 edges, of which 85.0% are positive. 80,668 

users received at least one trust or distrust edge, 
while there are 49,534 users that created at least one 

and received at least one signed edge.Slashdot is a 

technology-related news website. In 2002 Slashdot 

introduced the SlashdotZoowhich allows users to tag 

each other as “friends” or “foes.” The semantics of a 

signed link is similar to Epinions, as a friend relation 

means that a user likes another user’s comments, 

while a foe relationship means that a user finds 

another user’s comments uninteresting. They crawler 

Slashdot in February 2009 to obtain its network of 

82,144 users and 549,202 edges of which 77.4% are 
positive. 70,284 users received at least one signed 

edge, and there are 32,188 users with non-zero in- 

and out-degree.Wikipedia is a collectively authored 

encyclopedia with an active user community. The 

network they studied corresponds to votes cast by 

Wikipedia users in elections for promoting 

individuals to the role of admin. A signed link 

indicates a positive or negative vote by one user on 

the promotion of another Using the latest complete 

dump of Wikipedia page edit history (from January 

2008). They extracted all administrator election and 

vote history data. They have investigated some of the 
underlying mechanisms that determine the signs of 

links in large social networks where interactions can 

be both positive and negative. By casting this as a 

problem of sign prediction, they have identified 

principles that generalize across multiple domains, 

and which connect to social-psychology theories of 

balance and status. Moreover, the methods for sign 

prediction yield performance that significantly 

improves on previous approaches. Finally, they have 

seen that employing information about negative 

relationships can be useful even for tasks that involve 
only the positive relationships in the network, such as 

the problem of link prediction for positive edges. 

There are a number of further directions suggested by 

this work. A first one is of course to explore methods 

that might yield still better performance for the basic 

sign prediction problem, and to understand whether 

the features that are relevant to more accurate 

methods help in the further development of social 

theories of signed links. They are also interested in 

strengthening the connections between local structure 
and global structure for signed links. Finally, as noted 

at the outset, the role of positive and negative 

relationships in 

 on-line settings is not limited to domains where they 

are explicitly tagged as such. 

2.4 SOCIAL NETWORK, SOCIAL TRUST AND 

SHARED GOALS IN ORGANIZATIONAL 

KNOWLEDGE SHARING The aim of their studied 

was to further develop an understanding of social 

capital in organizational knowledge-sharing. They 

first developed a measurement tool and then a 

theoretical framework in which three social capital 

factors (social network, social trust, and shared goals) 

were pooled with the speculation of reasoned action; 

their dealings were then examined using assenting 
factoring scrutiny. Then they surveyed of 190 

managers from Hong Kong firms, they incorrigible 

that a social network along with communal goals 

drastically contributed to a person’s preference to 

share knowledge, and directly contributed to the 

perceived social pressure of the organization. The 

social trust have still showed no direct effect on the 

attitude and biased norm of giving out knowledge. 

Today, a firm’s employees must share their 

knowledge; indeed, such activities encompass 

become a competitive obligation. However sharing is 

hard to ensure, since information is generated and 
initially stored within the employees. Early initiatives 

in knowledge management focused on providing 

electronic databases, network systems, and software 

to encourage the distribution of knowledge but these 

mechanisms have proved far from satisfactory. More 

recent efforts have paid focus  on socio-cognitive 

approaches to prompt deeds that would help in 

promoting knowledge sharing, includes factors such 

as incentive rewards, trust, relationships, etc. 

Knowledge sharing involves a set of behaviors that 

assist the swap over of acquired information. A firm 
can be measured to be a social community creating, 

sharing and transferring unambiguous and tacit 

knowledge. The main objective of knowledge 

management is thus to turn individual knowledge into 

organizational knowledge [16]. But what makes 

organizational members willing to share their 

knowledge? Some studies have shown, by applying 

the theory of reasoned action (TRA), that success 

depends on a combination of volition and leadership. 

Extrinsic rewards, anticipated reciprocal 

relationships, a sense of self-worth, and 
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organizational climate encourage sharing of 

knowledge; suggested that building a long-term 

positive relationship with employees helped generate 

organizational knowledge. Social capital exists in the 

relationships between people. It has been used to 
explain a variety of pro-social behaviors, like 

collective action and community involvement. It 

helped in promoting actions between persons or 

corporations. Social capital comes with many 

attributes have been collected into three clusters: 

structural, relational, and cognitive. The structural 

dimension involves social and network relations 

whose connections define who can be reached and 

how; factors in this dimension measure the network 

pattern, density, connectivity, and hierarchy. The 

relational dimension describes the level of trust 

between people developed during interactions: 
norms, obligations, trust, and identification raise 

awareness of actors toward their collective goals. The 

cognitive dimension refers to resources increasing 

understanding between parties. They claimed that 

knowledge sharing required shared understanding; 

for example, shared culture and goals were important 

factors.They showed statistically that relationship 

building played a significant role in knowledge 

sharing between organizations. Many authors have 

also theorized that social capital contributes to 

knowledge sharing, while research has shown that 
such behavior is based on employees’ volition to 

share and perceived social pressure from the 

organization. Thus, they wanted to consider whether 

social capital played the same role in both decision 

functions. And, if so, which social capital factors had 

the greater influence. The objectives of their study 

were thus to (1) study how to quantify social capital, 

and (2) develop a theoretical framework to confirm 

that social capital factors had a significant impact on 

knowledge sharing. Their study was one of the first 

to provided empirical evidence about the influence of 

a social network, social trust, and shared goals on 
employees’ intention to share knowledge. It offers 

insights to practitioners on the value of social capital 

and reasons why people are or are not willing to 

engage in knowledge sharing within an organization. 

They also found that social network and shared goals 

directly influenced the attitude and subjective norm 

about knowledge sharing and indirectly influenced 

the intention to share knowledge. Social trust did not 

play a direct role in sharing knowledge and 

organizational members do not differentiate between 

tacit and explicit knowledge when they share it. This 
study has a few inherent limitations. First, they 

hypothesized only three social capital factors in their 

model; other social capital factors (such as shared 

organizational cultures, society network ties, and 

organizational network stability) may also affect 

outcomes. Second, their research sample consisted 

only of organizational managers. Third, the data 

collection was limited to knowledge-sharing behavior 

within organizations in Hong Kong. 

2.5 PREDICTING TIE STRENGTH WITH 

SOCIAL MEDIA Social media treats all users the 

matching: trusted friend or total unfamiliar person, 

with little or nothing in between. In reality, 

relationships fall ubiquitously next to this band, a 

topic social discipline has investigated for decades 

under the theme of tie strength. Their work bridges 

this gap between theory and practice. They presented 

a predictive mock-up that maps social media 
information to tie potency. The model builds on a 

dataset of over 2,000 social media ties and performs 

quite well, distinguishing between strong and weak 

ties with over 85% accuracy. They complement these 

quantitative findings with interviews that unpack the 

relationships they could not predict. They concludes 

by illustrating how modeling tie strength can perk up 

social media design rudiments, counting the  privacy 

reins, message routing, friend introductions and 

information prioritization. Relationships make social 

media. So far, different relationships engage in 
recreation of different roles. Consider the latest put 

into practice of substituting social media friends for 

conventional job references. As one hiring manager 

remark, by using social media “you’ve opened up 

your rolodex for the whole world to see”. To the 

panic of applicants, employers sometimes cold call 

social media friends expecting a job reference “only 

to find that you were just intake buddies.”Although 

undoubtedly not the standard, the story illustrates a 

basic fact: not all relationships are created equal 

[17].Social media experiments often employ 

completely automated data collection. They worked 
in the lab for two important reasons. First, they 

captured all data at the client side, after a page loaded 

at the user’s request. This allowed us to stay within 

Face book’s Terms of Service. More importantly, 

however, they asked participants to give us sensitive 

information: their relationship strengths plus personal 

Facebook data. They collected data in the lab to 

guard their participants’ privacy and to increase the 

accuracy of their responses. Predictive 

Variables:While participants responded to the tie 

strength questions, their script automatically 
collected data about the participant, the friend and 

their interaction history. The tie strength literature 

reviewed in the previous division keen to seven chief 

dimensions of predictive variables. Through these 

dimensions as a guide, they identified 74 Facebook 

variables as budding predictors of tie 

strength.Intensity Variables: Each Facebook user 

has a fortification, a open communication channel 
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frequently only accessible to a user’s friends. Wall 

words exchanged refers to the total number of words 

traded between the contributor and the friend via 

Wall posting. Inbox messages exchange counts the 

numeral of appearances by a friend in a participant’s 
Facebook Inbox, a private communication channel. 

Inbox thread deepness, conversely, captures the 

number of personality Inbox messages sent between 

the pair. A helpful analogy for Inbox thread depth is 

the number of messages in a newsgroup 

thread.Intimacy Variables:To complement their 

aggregate measures, they used the Linguistic Inquiry 

and Word Count (LIWC) dictionary to perform 

content analysis. Their hypothesis was that friends of 

dissimilar tie strengths would use unlike types of 

vocabulary when communicating. LIWC matches 

text against lists of word stems assembled into 
categories. A wall intimacy word notifies to add up 

of Wall words toning as a minimum one of eleven 

LIWC categories: family unit, Friends, Home, 

Sexual, Swears, Work, Leisure, Money, Body, 

Religion and Health.  Similarly, Inbox an intimacy 

word refers to the number of Inbox words matching 

at least one of these categories. Structural 

Variables: Facebook allows users to join groups 

organized around specific topics and interests. A 

group in common refers to the number of Facebook 

groups to which both the participant and the friend 
belong. Normalized TF-IDF of interests and about 

measures the similarity between the free content 

interests and about silhouette fields. It does so by 

evaluating the dot product stuck between the TF-IDF 

vectors representing the text. TF-IDF is a standard 

information retrieval technique that respects the 

baseline frequencies of different words in the English 

language.In this paper, they have revealed a specific 

mechanism by which tie strength manifests itself in 

social media. Loads of paths unwrap from here. 

Social media designers may locate traction fusing a 

tie strength model with a assortment of social media 
design elements, including privacy controls and 

information prioritization. They follow-up interviews 

suggest profitable lines of future work. They hope 

that researchers in this field will stumble on 

significant new theoretical questions in this work 

over and above opportunities to use the strength to 

make new conclusions about large-scale social 

phenomena. 

III.EXISTING SYSTEM 

There are two major components in existing system: 

(i) Image classification and (ii) Adaptive policy 

prediction. For each user, his/her images are first 

classified based on content and metadata. Then, 

privacy policies of each category of images/contents 

are analyzed for the policy prediction.For Image 

classification, number of categories are fixed and 

assigned during image addition, and then 

classification is based in those categories. Then 

during searching, these data act as meta-data for 
classifying images.Given an image, a user usually 

first decides who can access the image/content, then 

thinks about what specific access rights (e.g., view 

only or download) should be given, and finally refine 

the access conditions such as setting the expiration 

date. Correspondingly, the hierarchical mining first 

look 

IV.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In addition with existing system approaches, 

the proposed system takes care of parental control 

based privacy preserving in various settings level 

also. For example, web content taken may be from 

consecutively from multiple languages than one 

language. So privacy preserving collaborative 

tagging if applied to content with multiple languages, 
then it becomes more effective to fruitful to end users 

and also the duplication of the images can be 

diagnosed effectively. In addition, unlike existing 

system where the application is not developed for the 

experimental system, the proposed system develops a 

web application in which all the above particulars 

processes are conceded out and so end users make 

use of it. 

V.CONCLUSION 

In this paper proposes a Gaussian relational 

topic model (GRTM) for connection discovery using 

client shared metaphors in social media. The GRTM 

not merely models users’ interests as latent variables 

through user shared image content but also models 

the connections between users as a result of their 

shared images. Privacy preserving collaborative 
tagging if functional to content with multiple 

languages, then it becomes more effective to prolific 

to end users It explicitly relates user shared images to 

the connections between users in a hierarchical, 

systematic and supervisory way and provides an 

uninterrupted model for connection discovery using 

shared images. It is demonstrated  by experiment that 

the proposed model significantly outer-forms the 

methods in previous works where the modeling of 

users’ interests and connection discovery are 

separated. 
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